
are inconclusive; however, they do suggest 
that production of one or another sort of 
damage probably dominates during specific 
phases of the cell cycl e, while the capacity 
for removal of all types of damage remains 
relatively constant. This work will continue 
during the next year. 
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KINETICS OF C3H 10Tl/2 MOUSE CELLS 

N. F. Metting, E. Mortenson,* L. A. Braby, 
and J. M. Nelson 

The IOTl/2 cell line has been brought to PNL 
because of its usefulness as an in vitro bio-----
logical system for transformation as say, and 
because a fast repair process in response to 
irradiation has been observed in these cells 
(Malcolm and Little 1979). The cell line was 
originally established from embryonic C3H 
mouse tissue and characterized by Reznikoff, 
Brankow, and Heidelberger (1973). Its full 
name is C3H/10TI/2 Clone 8, American Type 
Culture Collection (ATCC) number CCL226. 
Before using the cells in radiobiological 
studies, it was important to observe the 
growth kinetics of our cultures and verify 
their similarity to those reported by other 
laboratories in which they are used, so that 
our subsequent measurements could be compared 
with and added to the body of scientific work 
already compiled. 

Several frozen vials of 10Tl/2 cells were 
received in January 1986 from the ATCC and 
were immediately stored in liquid nitrogen. 
One of the vials was thawed and the contents 
were used to initiate monolayer culture. The 

*NORCUS summer student. 
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optimal freezing protocol* was determined for 
our cultures, and then suitable numbers of 
passage 10 cells were grown up and frozen for 
eventual experimental use. 

To become familiar with the cell morphology 
and cloning characteristics, we conducted an 
experiment in which a number of flasks were 
seeded with about 350 cells each. Each day, 
starting with the second day after plating, a 
flask was stained and the number of clones 
plus the number of cells in each clone were 
counted. There are several types of cell 
morphologies within the population, some 
initial cause for concern. However, the 
plating efficiency was determined to be an 
average of 28.6 ±2% for days 5 to 8 after 
plating (shown in Figure 1), which is very 
close to Reznikoff's value of 27.8% and 
within the range of 25% to 30% reported in 
the l i terature today. The generation time at 
the period of fastest replication was found 
to be 15.5 hours, also virtually the same as 
that reported by Reznikoff. 

Flow cytometry (FCM) studies were begun to 
assess cell cycle characteristics. Again, a 
number of flasks were seeded, but this time 
with a large number of exponentially growing 
cells . Daily, a flask of cells was fixed and 
stained from FCM. Figure 2 shows deoxyribo
nucleic acid (DNA) histograms of days 1, 3, 
4, and 11. Cell cycle fractions were ana
lyzed using a program developed by Dean 
(1 985). Notice that on day 1, 85% of the 
cells are in Gl phase. This may indicate 
that the plating efficiency of Gl cells is 
greater than that of the other fractions. 
Unfortunately, the original seeding culture 
was not also sampled for DNA content, so 
there is no baseline for comparison. Day 3 
showed the largest percentage of cells in G2M 
phase (22%); day 4 showed the highest frac
tion of S phase (52%). By day 11, cell cycle 
activity had slowed to the pOint at which 88% 

*Ten percent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was 
added to the culture medium; prepared vials 
were frozen for 2 hours in a -76°C freezer 
and then transferred to a liquid nitrogen 
dewar . 
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FIGURE 1. Plating Efficiency Was Determined to Be 
an Average of 28.6% for Days 5 to 8 After Seeding. A 
"clone" in this experiment was defined as any number 
of healthy cells growing as a group, including groups of 
one, especially in the first days after seeding. 

of the cells were found to be in G1. These 
measurements indicate that the cultures are 
probably more or less synchronized at their 
initiation by plating efficiency effects, 
that they maintain a loose synchrony by 
phases through about the eighth day (data not 
shown), and that before at least the eleventh 
day they have begun to pile up in G1 phase. 
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Specific Amounts of DNA, as Measured by Flow
Cytometric Analysis 
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